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This is an abridged version of my book, The Genealogy of Websterâ€™s Dictionaries, which
is written in Japanese and thus difficult to access for non-Japanese speakers. Although the
present volume is abridged, omitting some explanations of individual Websterâ€™s
dictionaries, the lexicographical information is the same. I describe each of the approximately
eighty Websterâ€™s dictionaries, which have made substantial contributions to the cultivation
of the American mind for two centuries. Noah Webster published his first small dictionary in
1806 and his unabridged dictionary in 1828. Since then, a great variety of Websterâ€™s
dictionaries including abridged and international editions have been issued and widely used by
Americans. Two main groups of the dictionaries can be identified and traced within the
genealogy of Websterâ€™s dictionaries, hereafter referred to as â€œWebsters.â€• The first
group includes dictionaries entitled An American Dictionary of the English Language, which
can be subcategorized into unabridged and abridged versions. Here I refer to this group as the
A group of Websters. These dictionaries, particularly the unabridged versions, are the primary
publications and led to the international Websters. The other group is categorized as D. These
have the title A Dictionary of the English Language and are mostly desk or pocket dictionaries
compiled on the basis of the A group Websters. In this book, I provide a comprehensive list
of Websters. Beyond a simple list, however, I also examine the genealogy of the dictionaries, a
far more complex matter not easily grasped in a single view. For example, as many as eighty
Websters have been published, establishing a tradition of Websterâ€™s dictionaries in the
United States. This book has two purposes. The first is to trace the chronological history of
Websterâ€™s dictionaries, including not only the unabridged but also the abridged and
small-sized versions, constituting the great tradition of Websterian dictionaries. The second
purpose is to classify the dictionaries systematically for researchers studying the
archaeological lexicography of American dictionaries. Each entry contains the following
lexicographical information on the dictionary: â€¢ main title with publication date, â€¢
name(s) of compiler(s) or author(s), â€¢ title printed on the spine (â€˜Spine Titleâ€™ in this
catalog), â€¢ total number of pages, â€¢ size of the volume, â€¢ bookbinding, â€¢ page layout,
whether double or triple column in a page, â€¢ total number of entry words, â€¢ pictorial
illustrations and plates, â€¢ portrait of Webster, â€¢ description of title page, â€¢ location of
publication and name of publisher, â€¢ macrostructure of front section, main body of the
dictionary and appendices, and â€¢ copyright date, registration and edition(s). From Foreword
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Durban (City Destination Maps) Map Edition by National Geographic Maps published by
National Geographic Maps (2004), Interplanetary Mission Design Handbook, Volume 1, Part
1: Earth to Venus Ballistic Mission Opportunities, 1991-2005, Apres la mort ,la vie (French
Edition), Shirley Temple Dolls and Collectibles, How to Diagnose a Refrigerator Cooling
Problem, Can We Ring the Liberty Bell? (Cloverleaf Books TM - Our American Symbols),
Comprehensive definition is - covering completely or broadly: inclusive. How to use Rhyming
Dictionary: Words that rhyme with comprehensive. Thesaurus.
Webster's complete dictionary of the English language / thoroughly revised and improved, by
Chauncy A. Goodrich, Noah Porter, assisted by C. A. F. Mahn, and. Webster's universal
dictionary of the English language / with a comprehensive addendum of newest words
compiled by Joseph Devin ; profusely illustrated. The new Webster dictionary and complete
vest-pocket library, by E. Edgar Miles. Subjects: English language > Dictionaries.
Dictionaries. Physical Description. Webster's Dictionary is any of the dictionaries edited by
Noah Webster in the early nineteenth . The Merriam Company issued a complete revision in ,
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Webster's New International . Guilford Press, p; Jump up ^ Catalog entry . You might call this
the morgue, but then you'd look it up to be sure, and Merriam- Webster's online dictionary
would confirm what you suspected.
Webster's, as the short name for a dictionary, most likely referred originally to the
comprehensive dictionary An American Dictionary of the English Language. Publication date:
; Note: Spine title: Collegiate dictionary. Includes index. Note: Also available online to
subscribers of Britannica online. Note: Available. 10 Facts About Webster's Dictionary for
Dictionary Day IT TOOK HIM 22 YEARS TO COMPLETE (FOR GOOD REASON). and
clipping words like dialogue and catalogueâ€”took hold, and still continue to divide British
and.
Kory Stamper reveals the secret life of dictionaries in her book Kory Stamper, a
Merriam-Webster lexicographer, in a basement . and involved not just extensive reading but
consultation with clergy but to objectively and comprehensively catalog the many different
ways words are used by real people.
From basic hand shapes to fully illustrated and described signs, Random House Webster's
Concise American Sign Language Dictionary offers a comprehensive. The Paperback of the
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary by Merriam-Webster Inc. at Barnes & Noble. FREE
Shipping on $ or more!.
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